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Abstract: We have developed a technique for calculating the Gaussian bean -mode scat-
tering matrices of a shaped, off-axis mirrors. In its simplest form, the technicue gives the
coupling efficiency between the incoming and outgoing lowest-order Gaussia i modes. In
its more complete form, the technique gives the full scattering matrix between zigher-order
modes, which in turn characterises the aberrative behaviour of the mirror. I this paper,
we model a mirror as a thin phase-transforming surface located at the tang 3nt plane to
the centre of the mirror. The scattering matrix is determined in the usual manner by
evaluating the overlap integrals across some surface in the system for which e amplitude
and phase of the field are known. Because, however, the modes are not ortho lormal over
the surface of the mirror a system of linear equations has to be solved. The shape of the
mirror is simply described by the height of the surface above the tangent plan( • and there-
fore, the technique is particularly flexible and can be used for a variety of ( pplications.
Eventually, we hope to use the technique for synthesising systems of shaped nirrors.

Introduction

Perhaps one of the biggest deficiencies in Gaussian beam-mode optics at the 7

is the inability to describe the behaviour of shaped, off-axis mirrors. It is trt
mirrors can be described as ideal quadratic phase-transforming surfaces, 1:
cases this approximation is inadequate and a more detailed analysis is re,
example, when ellipsoidal mirrors are used at frequencies away4rom the noi
frequency, phase errors occur which can limit the efficiency of a system.
in array receivers most of the beams pass through the optics off axis and
worry about the distortion of individual beams in addition to the large-scale
of the image. At the present time, we are particularly interested in app]
retrieval methods to submillimetre-wave optics, and in this case, one has t,
that the mirror used to defocus the beam does not scatter power between mod
interesting application is to use the technique, together with phase-retrieval
designing systems of shaped mirrors that modify beams in particular ways.
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Figure 1: The coordinate system used in the analysis. The mirror is shown s though in
transmission, and the tangent plane simply separates the input and outpu coordinate
frames.

We have developed a technique for studying the behaviour of shaped, off-z xis mirrors.
The technique is aimed at calculating the scattering matrix relating the moth coefficients
of the input beam to the mode coefficients of the output beam. To this end, N -e introduce
the concept of a thin mirror. By analogy with a thin lens, we represent an off-axis mirror
as a thin phase-transforming surface located at the tangent plane to the c ntre of the
mirror. The phase transformation across the plane can be any arbitrary functi Dn, allowing
ellipsoidal, paraboloidal, spherical, or other forms to be analysed. Once the r( fiected field
is known, the scattering matrix can be determined by evaluating the overlap integrals
over the surface of the mirror and inverting the system of linear equations that results
from the modes not being orthogonal.

2 Scattering-matrix theory

The coordinate system to he used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 1, and a d tailed view
of the mirror is shown in Fig. 2. According to this scheme, the mirror is shov,:n as though
in transmission, and the tangent plane simply separates the input and outpu coordinate
frames. If a generic point in the (z. , y, z) frame is denoted by s, and a gen( ric point in
the, inclined, (2 ... 1 , y!, .71 frame is denoted by s', then the two frames are conn, cted on the
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xi

Figure 2: A detailed view of the mirror.

input surface by

x l cos 6 + Az sin.(5 xo

= y 
yo

x i sin — Az' cos 6 ----- zo — 1

and on the output surface by

x = cos sin b = x„ X

Y Y Yo

x i sin + Az' cos 6 = zo + Az (2)

where the form of the mirror is described by Az' = f (x', y'). The incident and reflected
fields can be written in the inclined frame to give

) exp [—jk (zo — Az' cos 6)1 and E,(s') exp [—jk (zo + Az' cos ')] (3)

respectively, and because these points represent the same physical position, we have

E, (s') E i (s') exp j Iii2 Az i cos b = E i (s') exp {jos (x', . (4)
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The mirror is thus being described as an inclined phase-transforming surfE ce, and the
obliquity factor enters naturally as expected.

For long-focal-length optics, the input and output beams can be decomposed into sums
of propagating free-space modes:

Ei(s') = E AmnOmi n( si ) and .Eo(s') = E Brso,...(3') • (5)
m,n r,s

To determine the mode coefficients, we evaluate the overlap integrals over ti e surface of
the mirror in the output coordinate frames. Unlike usual analyses, however, the modes
are not orthonormal over the plane of interest; nevertheless

fM 
Eo (s') zi)°: (s') dM = .E0 (s') 11).; (s') [1

(

01) 2 (01)21i
ax , dx dy , (6)

where we have projected the surface of the mirror M onto the tangent plane T. For thin
IMITOTS

(—Z

l
-8 ) 

2 
< 1 and ( 8f )2x ay,

and the surface integral is easy to evaluate numerically. We can now project ;his integral

(7)

onto the z 0 plane by making the substitutions x' = x o / cos 6 and y' = Yc to give the
s, frame (x o , yo , zo ). Finally, the overlap integral becomes

1 E+00 ro.
G, (so) VT; (so) Jdxody0 ,

00 —00

where the Jacobian is defined in the usual way through

(8)

dx ` dy i = dx odyo . (9)

Because the mirror slopes in the x direction, dx/dy l = sec 64x 0cly, where b is the angle of
incidence. Also we have x' = x0/1 tan2 45 and y' = yo . At this stage, we alio note that
the input modes have their waists at z 1 = 0, and the output modes have their waists
at z2 = 0; consequently, the relationship between the two coordinate frames is simply
z1 = z2 zol z02 . Thus, the tangent plane is described in the frame of the input modes
by z i = x o tan zoi and in the frame of the output modes by z2 = x,„ tan — z02.

Substituting the modal expansion into the overlap integrals we get

f
Al E0 (s')7,117(s t )dltil = B„1.3ii„ sec (5 ( 10 )

r,s

where

f-

+ oo r+oo

Oijrs = Oc;,t(So)VT; ( So) dX o dY0 •
oo oo

Through (4), we can express the reflected field in terms of the incident field and write

L
E c,(s

1 )11,.r; (s' )d,111 =
AT

E i (s o )exp [ 6. (x l , VT; (s o ) Jdx,d1. . (12)
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Substituting the modal expansion then leads to

Finally, combining these two results we find

E B
rsO s "-

1°,3 rn,n

Amn Qijmn for all ij . (15)

Clearly, this set of equations can be expressed in matrix form:

aA = 13B (16)

In this equation, A and B are vectors of mode coefficients, a is a matrix de3cribing the
scattering of power between modes, and is a matrix representing the nono: thogonality
of the modes across the surface of the mirror: notice that  is Hermitian. - Ve can now
define a scattering matrix S, relating the mode coefficients at the two waist ;, through

B = 0 -1 aA= SA (17)

Let us choose propagating Hermite polynomials as a basis se . A suitabb expansion
function is

(18)

(19)

This set is normalised in the sense that the total power is unity. As shown in Fig. 1, the
input beam is described in terms of coordinate z i and the output beam is lescribed in
terms of coordinate z 2 . The waist and confocal distance of the input modes are denoted
by w01 and zei respectively, and the waist and confocal distance of the outpu t modes are
denoted by w 02 and z,2 . The Gaussian radii of the input and output beams Lre given by

and the radii are curvature are given by
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respectively.

The parameters of the modes associated with the output beam are chosen so that the
waists at the centre of the mirror are equal:

w i( zoi) = w2( z02) (22)

and after taking into account the focusing effect of the mirror, the radii of curvature
match:

(23)

where I is the focal length of the mirror. In some cases, it may be difficult to decide
what the value of f should be. For example, an off-axis spherical mirror is astigmatic,
and the sagittal and tangential focal lengths are different.

The position and size of the output waist can be found by satisfying thE above two
requirements [1], and this leads to

Zo2
= 1 + (zoi/f) —1 

R zoi/f) - 1j2 + (rwL/Af)2

and
= 1

Wol Rzoilf)— 1 1 2 + (rw1/A.02

Substituting the mode set into ( 11 ) gives

,, 
Z2

 +
hr ( .\/-(x° - Z )) h ( I-2-(Y° )  )

J-00
2Oijr a = 1

4-c
°
 

2 (V-2-(xo - Ax))

lirik Az) W2(Z2 + AZ) ) . #
(1

)
2(Z2 + Az) W2( Z2 + AZ)

hi ... i A \ ) eXP {ii (r -1- s i j) tan- i dxodY0(  AY0) 
(v2k z2 + raz)

1 (z2 + a)46 

Zc2

At this stage, the integral can be evaluated as it stands, or various levels of ap-)roximation
can be introduced. For the purposes of this paper, we will assume that all cf the offsets
can be ignored when calculating the f3 matrix. This approximation is equivalent to
following the tangent plane rather than the surface of the mirror when calc ilating field
amplitudes. Clearly, this approximation is reasonable if the mirror is thin. After making
this assumption, we can write

+°° V-2- (  V2-x, ht. ( \12x„ 
Oijrs „ exp (r - i) tan -1 dx , (27)

1-00 W2( Z2) \W2(Z2)) \W2(Z2) Zc2

where we have taken advantage of the fact that, because the mirror is inclined in the x
direction, the modes in the y direction remain orthogonal. As a consequence becomes
a block diagonal matrix; a feature which can be exploited when the matrix is inverted.
Also notice that f3 only depends on the angle of incidence: it does not depend on the
shape of the mirror. It may also be seen that, to a large extent, the modes remain
orthogonal in a long-focal-length system because the waist changes very lit tie over the
region occupied by the mirror. When coupling does occur, one finds tha a mode is

1 1 1
R1 (z01 ) R2 ( z02 ) f

(24)

(25)

(26)



1-2-(x„ 4- ilx) \(
ih

w (zi - Az)i

j(i+i+1)tan-

vi:(x0 - Ax))

W : (z2 + Az) )

(Z2  + Az) 

Zc2

exp [-j
- Az)

exp
A.a2(z2+ Az)

exp AO y I )] dyocL .

Yol

(29)

(27r 

Vel(:;?+(zAi. -x) A2 +z)yi- Xo AX)2

(27r R2(z2+Az)
. (30)

(Xo ax) 2 + 

R3 ( Z2 + Az) + (x, Ax)2
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preferentially coupled to modes having similar orders, and this implies tha; some form
of perturbation analysis would be appropriate.

We can also substitute the mode set into (14) to give

aijmn
f+.0 ri-co

Loo wi(zi — Az) W2(Z2 Az)I'

exp [j(m+n+l)tan -1 (zi AZ) exp
zei

hn (  h
w ik zi - 3 ( 

140 

W2(Z2 +

exP AR 2 ( :+ Az) 
((x °

 Ax ) 2 + 0.)

exp 3

AR1(Z Az) (
(x Ax) 2 yo2)

exp LiL10( ', Y 1 )} dYoda (28)

This equation is rather involved, and it is not possible to simplify for the general case.
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to evaluate numerically. Again we cal follow the
tangent plane when calculating the amplitudes. It is of course important t ) follow the
surface of the mirror when calculating the phase. This approximation leads to

aijmn
Lob w i( zo Ow2z2) wi(zik ) t )

, hm
))

w2z2
°, hi 	, -,') exp

1
.
27(xo ) +00 2

exp [-j (i + 1) tan -1 •z2 f±a° ‘12-Yo
Z

c2 W1(Zi) 3

- zij ern n +1 ) tan1 -
zci

w2(z2)

To complete the analysis we need to make a modification to the last equation. The
problem is that the last three terms, which constitute the phase error acrosE the surface
of the mirror, are based on the paraxial approximation. As a consequence, the equation
correctly describes the long-wavelength behaviour, but does not adequately iescribe the
short-wavelength behaviour. We can correct this deficiency, albeit in a heuri: tic manner,
by replacing the parabolic phase front of the Gaussian mode with a spherical phase front.
The appropriate phase factor is given by

Once the a and /3 matrices are known, the scattering matrix can he evalua-ed through
(17).
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zo

Figure 3: The geometry of an ellipsoidal mirror.

3 Ellipsoidal mirrors

To complete the analysis, we need to find the phase factors 0(x', y'), for th mirrors of
interest. Clearly, we need to express the height of the surface of the mirrcr above the
tangent plane in the (x, z) coordinate frame. The geometry of an eilipsoidll surface is
shown in Fig. 3.

We choose RI. and R2 to match the radii of curvature of the input and output beams
respectively. Once the angle of incidence has been fixed, we can calculate tle lengths of
the major and minor axes through

(R1 + R2) 
a = •

2
and b = V R1R2 cos (5 . (31)

We now need to determine the angle of the normal to the tangent plane wit i respect to
the axis of rotation of the ellipsoid. Consideration of the geometry shows

sin(26) 
tan 01 = (32)

where e is the eccentricity. By shifting and rotating the (X, Z) coordinate frame through
0, it is straightforward to show that the thickness of the mirror can be found by solving
a quadratic equation; more specifically,

B N./B 2 4AC 
= (34)9 A

— cos(28)]

and also (1) = — 1 — 6 and 0 01. The vertex of the mirror is at

xo = R1 sin 8 and Zo = R1 cos ac
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Figure 4: The fundamental-mode coupling efficiencies, as a function of wavelength, of
ellipsoidal mirrors having focal lengths of 50nun, 100mm, 150nun, and 2( Onun. The
focal ratio of the illuminating beam is 5, the design wavelength is 0.63mm, he angle of
incidence is 45°, and the system is confocal.

where

A
cos 2 th

b2 a
2

2x, cos (/) sin 4) ( 1 1 .-%
 ,sinb 2Z0 cos cb

cos (5 b2 a2 b2 a2

+ 

x o

b 2 	cos

y o2 ) 2 ( cos2

b2 a2 cos b2 a:
sin2 2 (  x,  ) (cos OX, sin Zo

. (35)

Again, this equation is easy to evaluate numerically for any design of mirror. For the
purposes of finding the position of the output waist, we define the focal lEngth of the
mirror to be f .R1R2R.R1 -4-- R2).

4 Results

We have used the above technique to calculate the bandwidths of a number o • ellipsoidal.
off-axis mirrors. In Fig. 4 we show the fundamental-mode coupling effici mcies, as a
function of wavelength, of ellipsoidal mirrors having focal lengths of 5thrm, 100mm.
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Figure 5: The fundamental-mode coupling efficiencies, as a function of wavelength, of
ellipsoidal mirrors having focal lengths of 50mm., 100mm., 150nun, and 2( Onun. The
focal ratio of the illuminating beam is 5, the design wavelength is 2.0nun, ;he angle of
incidence is 45°, and the system is confocal.

150min, and 200mm. At every wavelength the mirror is illuminated with a Gaussian
beam having a waist focal ratio of 5. That is to say, we scale the waist with frequency
so that the opening angle of the incoming beam is constant. This is the situation, for
example, when a horn illuminates a reflecting antenna, in a frequency indep.ndent way,
through a Gaussian-beam telescope. In each case, we have designed the mirror to match
the input and output radii of curvature at a frequency of 475GHz. It can 1 , e seen that
in each case the efficiency peaks at the design frequency and falls to the sh( rt and long
wavelength sides due to the radii of of curvature of the incoming and out oing beams
not being matched. It is clear that high efficiencies can be achieved over a wide range of
parameters as expected.

In Fig. 5 we show a similar set of plots, but in this case the mirrors are de3igned for a
centre frequency of 150GHz. As expected, the high-frequency fall-off occur at a lower
frequency than in the previous case. Also, it can be seen that the efficiency o ily peaks at
the design wavelength when the focal length of the mirror is reasonably large This effect
occurs because the efficiency contains two terms: one describes the degree t--) which the
phase fronts are matched across the surface of the mirror, and the other d scribes the
way in which the amplitudes match across the inclined plane. The amplitud projection
effect is reasonably independent of wavelength, hut it does depend to son-e extent on
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Figure 6: The fundaniental-mode coupling efficiencies, as a function of wavel . ngth, of an
ellipsoidal mirror having a focal length of 50mm at various angles of incidenc .1. The local
ratio of the illuminating beam is 5, the design wavelength is 0.63mm, and t e system is
confocal.

the beams involved, and in the present case peaks at the short wavelength eid. The net
effect is to move the maximum coupling beyond the wavelength at which the phase error
is essentially zero.

Clearly, a broadband system can be made by designing the mirrors for ihe shortest
wavelength of operation and keeping the focal lengths of the mirrors greater than about
200mm. This is essentially equivalent to designing the mirrors for far-fiek operation.
This explains the reason for using mirrors having focal lengths of greater t aan 250nun
in the broadband receiver we are currently building [21. It should be noted • hat when a
mirror is designed for a short wavelength confocal system, the mirror become s parabolic,
and the formulation for the ellipsoidal surface given in this paper may suffer -rom round
off errors. There is a formulation that describes an ellipsoidal mirror in the pa . abolic limit
in a more careful manner, hut for certain designs of mirror this can introdu:e problems
with the signs of angles, and so we have kept to the formulation described he -e. We have
found this formulation to be perfectly adequate for most purposes.

Finally, in Fig. 6 we show the performance of a mirror, having a focal lengi h of 50nmi,
which is designed to operate with a beam having a focal ratio of 5 at a w;,velength of
0.63mm. The plots show how the coupling efficiency changes as the mirror i tilted. It is

clear that there is a maximum efficiency for any mirror which is solely determined by the
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beam and the angle of incidence. This efficiency tends to unity as the mirr yr is turned
upright.

5 Conclusions

We have developed a technique for calculating the Gaussian beam-mode sc ttering ma-
trices of shaped off-axis mirrors. The technique can be applied to any sh .ped mirror
and can therefore be used for a variety of applications. We have demonstrat d the tech-
nique by investigating the bandwidths of off-axis ellipsoidal mirrors. It is clelr that very
broad band submillimetre-wave optical systems can be manufactured by keep. ng  the focal
lengths of the mirrors greater than about 200mm.

Although we have not shown all of the elements of the scattering matrice: , it is clear
that good-quality mirrors can be used for phase-retrieval experiments. Thi is possible
because long-focal-length mirrors do not scatter power between modes at an significant
level. It may be possible to use the proposed technique, together with ph ise-retrieval
methods, for synthesizing systems of shaped mirrors.
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